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Disruption Creating Simplicity or Multiplying Complexity?



what do i mean by disruption?



Disruption Clever breaking of trends to improve the existing.



why is disruption happening?













Disrupt | Synonyms

Disturb

Rattle

Agitate

Confuse

Disarray

Appease

Soothe

Calm

Enlighten

Organise

Disrupt | Antonyms



C0/\/\pL3x

A m b i g u o u 

s

vOlaTiLe

uncertain

Making sense

Logic

Boundaries

Stability



how does healthy disruption 

happen?



1 | culture



1 | culture

“In innovation, culture 

eats strategy for 

breakfast”
- Peter Drucker
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culture eats 
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With the right culture, innovation to disrupt trends 

will happen spontaneously and organically.
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“In innovation, 

culture eats 

strategy for 

breakfast”

- Peter Drucker

With the right culture, 

innovation to disrupt trends will 

happen spontaneously and 

organically.

curious

playful

inquisitive

red tape

agile

encourages failure & learning

freedom to try

1 | culture



2 | youth



2 | youth

more invested 

in the future

closer to 

change

get to know as many as you can



2 | youth



2 | youth



2 | youth

Hire as many young people as you can and balance 

these with the wisdom of age



3 | watch for happy accidents



3 | watch for happy 

accidents



some cool 😎 examples



AnthemScore | www.lunaverus.com



AnthemScore | www.lunaverus.com

Problem
Converting audio to sheet music

Audio Sheet MusicMIDI

unsolved problem exists today



AnthemScore | www.lunaverus.com

Problem
Converting audio to sheet music

Audio MIDI

set of instructions for 

sound reproduction. 

Contains:

Pitch

Intensity

Duration



AnthemScore | www.lunaverus.com

Problem
Converting audio to sheet music

Took 2 million MIDI 

files

Converted to Spectrogram

Converted to Audio

Trained a Image Recognition Neural  

Network to produce accurate conversion 

to MIDI 

Compared output MIDI to 

original MIDI

99.2% accurate match to original MIDI
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PianoTeq | www.pianoteq.com



PianoTeq | www.pianoteq.com

Recording of variations that each 

string could experience (intensity, 

duration etc)

Existing Electronic Pianos

Each variation is saved as sample

When a key is pressed, the correct 

sample is found and played

Only covers what has been recorded, 

which is minute compared to total 

available variations

Huge sample library size (c. 100Gb)

Problem

Note latency



PianoTeq | www.pianoteq.com

Modelled the physical aspects of all 

materials that make up a piano

Solved by

No samples

When a key is pressed, the virtual 

instrument is actually played.

Analogy



iOS 12 | Photos
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iOS 12 | Photos



iOS 12 | Measure



Monzo| www.monzo.com

Features |
Bank in your hand

Temporary freeze

No International fees

Budget tracking

Instant money transfer

8x cheaper money transfer

Help

Philosophy |
Trust

Transparent

Human
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TODT | https://toptrends.nowandnext.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/180131_Disruptive-Tech.png













Disruption Summary



because no presentation is fun without….

Animals.

Wildlife Comedy Photography
https://www.comedywildlifephoto.com





Thank you. @RyanJSoosayraj


